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About This Game

Take the stage in Shining Song Starnova! The girls of STARNOVA signed on to become idols thinking they will become the
shining stars of their dreams. Instead, they found themselves trapped in a cutthroat business where only the strongest could

survive. Along their path to becoming top idols, they're forced to come face-to-face with the harsh reality that being a star isn't
as perfect as it seems on TV...

YOU are Mr. Producer - it's your job to make these girls' dreams come true! Will you and the girls successfully navigate the
industry and become the greatest idols in the nation? Shining Song Starnova is a dramatic and gripping story about the path to

stardom. Just remember: Even though it may seem dark, the light at the end is always shining!

This visual novel features seven different heroines to choose from, and is partially voiced by popular Japanese voice talents!
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Loved this game when it first came out, but cannot recommend it now. It is ruined by all the Stardock crap you have you go
through in order to even just open it.

Don't bother purchasing this, but it's still worth getting if you can work around the account creation aspect... if you know what I
mean.. Love this game, aliens are too op though and multiplayer with bots could get some more adjustable settings. one player
mode sucks. you know you're playing against AI for real. that's not human reflexes..... Quis fazer logo essa avalia\u00e7\u00e3o
antes que acabem as promo\u00e7\u00f5es e evitar que algu\u00e9m perca esse jog\u00e3o hehehe. Eu sou f\u00e3 de puzzles
e matches 3, ent\u00e3o j\u00e1 joguei outras vers\u00f5es do Luxor nos consoles no passado, sempre gostei do t\u00edtulo.
Comprei este aqui na Steam porque estava em promo\u00e7\u00e3o e era o \u00fanico que eu tinha visto com suporte para
controle. Este \u00e9 um daqueles casos de jogos que passam despercebido por n\u00f3s por acharmos que ele \u00e9 apenas
mais um na multid\u00e3o, mas Luxor Envolved trouxe de volta o prazer de jogar Luxor, como se nunca antes tivesse jogado. O
jogo \u00e9 visualmente empolgante, tem v\u00e1rios tipos de power-ups desbloque\u00e1veis e o mais legal: Bosses. Isso
mesmo, ao fim de cada est\u00e1gio, um boss aparecer\u00e1 com um quebra-cabe\u00e7a diferente para voc\u00ea resolver e
venc\u00ea-lo. Achei essa adi\u00e7\u00e3o ao jogo fant\u00e1stica e tudo a ver com o visual futurista e si-fi. \u00c9 um jogo
que jogarei por muitas horas ainda, com certeza. Valeu cada centavo.. Designed to squeeze money. Extremely boring gameplay
(at least in the first few hours). Client also has a few really annoying bugs / flaws like (for example) that you can't drag the scroll
bar in windows and scroll speed is extremely slow. There are much better TCGs out there, for example duelyst and
shadowverse.. Littered with spelling errors, flawed logic and annoying art. Do not recommend.. Very nice riichi
implementation! Awesome that is has multiplayer and optional rule sets.. Lovely rendition of early Zachtronics magic-themed
masterpieces (pre-Spacechem, not on Steam). Fans of of the kind of programming that makes Zachtronics games so engrossing
(Spacechem, Infinifactory, TIS-100 and Shenzhen I\/O) should feel quite at home here, so I am wondering why this game
passed under the radar so far (I found it randomly in my new game queue). Tutorials are very well done and gradually introduce
to the various tools, with some levels within the guided tutorial that act a bit like a test to check understanding so far.

Thumbs up then, and let's hope that more of these games will be coming because there's never enough!
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Reminiscent of Amnesia. Full of creepy atmosphere and haunting visuals.

Positives:
+ Imaginative hellscape.
+ Pretty fast loading times.
+ Accurate representation of Salt Lake City, Utah.

Negatives:
- Random framerate drops. (50 drops to 10 fps on a HD 4400 Graphics card.)
- Sluggish mouse movement. Turning and stopping seems delayed. (Turning off V-Sync fixes this.)
- Accurate representation of Salt Lake City, Utah.. The game is good, but I can't really understand what is happening.. You
should be afraid of tanks, in this game youre not... you grind all the time for a tank until you get destroyed by one single AT
soldier hiding in the forest while you do not have any kind of zoom on your tank to see him whatsoever.. 9 shots from the forest
and your tank is gone with an AT Rifle.. which keep in mind only were able to destroy light tanks... 10\/10 grindfest if u love
tanks and if you get a tank youre \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ed cause its underpowered.. noone plays it, i woulda bought it for
99 cents if i hadv known it would become so un played. Plus theyve given up on developement, the helicopter bug has been
around for nearly 3 years.(thats how long ive had the game, it might be more than that, idk)

if you dont have it, dont buy it.. 11 of ~69 in my "How many games can I get for under $5" review series.

The blasé sotry and stick figure graphics led me to dread playing this game. I could not get into it. The gameplay is interesting
and all, with a mixture of stealth and rampage missions to satisfy many different types of players. I couldn't bring myself to put
too much time into it though. It felt like my life was being sucked away from me.

Have you ever played a game that felt less like a game and more like a huge waste of time. That's the only way I can describe
this. I don't think I've had to recommend against something for having taste this bad in a while. The game mechanics are sound,
it's just bad.

If you don't value your time, get this on sale.
If you do value your time, I have to say avoid it at all costs.. ..............\/\u00b4\u00af\/)......................................(\\\u00af`\\
.............\/...\/\/.........................................\\\\...\\
...........\/....\/\/............................................\\\\ ..\\
......\/\u00b4\u00af\/....\/\u00b4\u00af\\.........................................\/\u00af`\\....\\\u00af`\\
...\/.\/.. \/....\/....\/. |_...EPIC STORE....|..\\....\\....\\...\\.\\
(.(....(....(....\/.) .)...............................(.\\....).....)...).)
..\\................\\\/...\/..............................\\...\\\/.................\/
....\\...................\/................................\\....................\/
.....\\.................(.................................)..................\/. Allright lets get this game over and done with.
Firstly- It's a fun game, secondly its not the best game. It's an indie game so dont whine too much. Its not bad.
Having said that. It is a a game ported from a mobile game sothere is bound to be issues.

Pros
Its exactly like the mobile game as in it is exacctly liket he mobile games minus the dlc. in the mobile game the dlc are
something you have to buy kromium to get. Here at least you just have to buy the the dlc and you get the titans.
Its for casual gamers. Dont think of spending hundred sof hours into it. Seriously its just a casual gaming game. If you want to
grind by all means but its better playing it, stopping doing other things then when you feel like it go back to it.

Cons
Its exctly like the mobile game. I mean come on at least change it up a bit its suppose to be in the computer. Try out better
graphics or having more ship not just use the exact same game and just port it to the pc.
THe fact you have to grind like hell just to get things. Like seriously no to grind, a little bit is okay but to spend mroe than a few
minutes just to afford a new shp or a new weapon thats given at random is freaking insane.

Having said that have fun and give it a try
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